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Geographic Information Coordinating Council 

NC ONEMAP GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE 
November 18, 2013 

2:00 to 3:00 PM 

OITS 

 

MINUTES 

 
Attending: Stan Duncan, John Farley, Colleen Sharpe, Dee Hill, Tim Johnson, and Jeff Brown in 

person, and Linda Rimer, Bob Brinson, Kathryn Clifton, and Ryan Draughn on the phone.  

 

1. Approval of Minutes of the October 21st Meeting – approved as distributed. 

 

2. Current Status of NC OneMap Program 

a. Operational Status: Servers, Connections, Data Releases  

 

As a supplement to the NC OneMap report to the GICC last week, Brett added that elevation 

models are still in the process of being transferred from NCDOT, but the web services are up and 

running.  Consumers who will benefit include surveyors and engineers.  John observed that new 

LIDAR acquisition will require collaboration to get the web services up to date.  Brett explained 

that the elevation datasets (contour) are downloadable by county.  The team is working on a new 

download function for download of areas of interest (like imagery).  

 

b. Relevant Usage Statistics  

 

Brett demonstrated new open source software now in use for web statistics.  He displayed site 

visits over that last 11 months.  Use has been fairly consistent over time.  In addition to workday 

hours, there are users hitting the site in the evening (our local time).   

 

On a map of country of origin for requests, NC OneMap visits are evident from many countries.  

Data from the last six months excludes spiders and bot hits.  The software enables Brett and 

David to drill down to some extent but not to identify specific users.  Brett will try to automate 

and stabilize the process in the future (about two weeks of effort).  This solution is for NC 

OneMap only at this point (not ITS as a whole).   

 

3. Review of Goals and Priorities 

 

Brett reported that the Eastern Data Center server upgrade is still in progress.  Once the servers 

are ready, there will be work to do in configuring the EDC servers to work in conjunction with 

the servers in the Western Data Center.   

 

NC OneMap websites redesign is pending.  
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4. Policy Issues from Group  

 

The group had a discussion of data management that highlighted collaboration and opportunities 

for more:   

 

John pointed out that the NC Geodetic Survey is the custodian of NC county boundaries.  

NCDOT downloads it from NC Geodetic Survey (to create other products such as districts and 

state boundaries) and creates a service for county boundaries.  David agreed that only one service 

for county boundaries is preferred for a commonly used dataset like that one.  John suggested a 

meeting to work out the details on frequency of publication and the best source for services.  

Also, David is working with Chris Tilley of NCDOT to identify services published by NCDOT 

for other datasets that need not be published also by NC OneMap.  The Geospatial Portal would 

point users to services published by NCDOT as readily as to services published by CGIA.  Stan 

added that documentation is essential.  For example, land records have a lag between recording 

and geographic data editing; having disclaimers to inform users is important.   

 

David will look closely at the information from Chris Tilley, compare with NC OneMap, and 

prepare to work out details with NCDOT.  David will provide information for the December 

meeting of this committee.  This would be timely for Stan to prepare for a meeting of the Joint 

Boundary Commission in January.  

 

Brett asked about situations in which a state agency publishes a service that is a variation of a 

service from the authoritative source or preferred custodian: should NC OneMap not accept 

services from non-custodial agencies for Framework data? For GICC priority datasets?  John 

pointed out that business units are publishing business-specific data that may be temporary and 

need not be in a clearinghouse.  There is a distinction between 90 percent of the geographic data 

layers that can be official and discoverable through NC OneMap and 10 percent that are 

derivative or very business specific.  The Geospatial Portal prefers to point to agency services 

that can be considered official.  NCDOT is happy to consume services from NC OneMap where 

appropriate and not maintain that particular service.  This discussion will be continued between 

CGIA and NCDOT. 

 

Brett added that if we ever engage local governments for published services, we will need to 

look at the cases and practices, too.   

 

Jeff observed that the technology has changed to enable agencies to move past redundant local 

storage to consume services from an authoritative source for agency specific GIS applications.   

 

The meeting adjourned at 2:45.  

 

Future Meetings  
December 16 

 
 


